Entering the Lives
of Others

Theory in the Flesh
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"I am not interested in pursuing a society that uses analysis,
research, and experimentation to concretize their vision of cruel
destinies for those bastards of the pilgrims; a society with arrogance
rising, moon in oppression, and sun in destruction."
Barbara Cameron
A theory in the flesh means one where the physical realities of our
lives — our skin color, the land or concrete we grew up on, our sexual
longings — all fuse to create a politic born out of necessity. Here, we
attempt to bridge the contradictions in our experience:
We are the colored in a white feminist movement.
We are the feminists among the people of our culture.
We are often the lesbians among the straight.
We do this bridging by naming our selves and by telling our stories
in our own words.
The theme echoing throughout most of these stories is our refusal of
the easy explanation to the conditions we live in. There is nothing easy
about a collective cultural history of what Mitsuye Yamada calls
"unnatural disasters": the forced encampment of Indigenous people on
government reservations, the forced encampment of Japanese
American people during WWII, the forced encampment of our
mothers as laborers in factories/in fields/in our own and other people's
homes as paid or unpaid slaves.
Closer to home, we are still trying to separate the fibers of experience
we have had as daughters of a struggling people. Daily, we feel the
pull and tug of having to choose between which parts of our mothers'
heritages we want to claim and wear and which parts have served to
cloak us from the knowledge of ourselves. "My mother and I work to
unravel the knot" (Levins Morales).
This is how our theory develops. We are interested in pursuing a
society that uses flesh and blood experiences to concretize a vision that
can begin to heal our "wounded knee" (Chrystos).
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Wonder Woman
Genny Lim
Sometimes I see reflections on bits of glass on sidewalks
I catch the glimmer of empty bottles floating out to sea
Sometimes I stretch my arms way above my head and wonder if
There are women along the Mekong doing the same
Sometimes I stare longingly at women who I will never know
Generous, laughing women with wrinkled cheeks and white teeth
Dragging along chubby, rosy-cheeked babies on fat, wobbly legs
Sometimes I stare at Chinese grandmothers
Getting on the 30 Stockton with shopping bags
Japanese women tourists in European hats
Middle-aged mothers with laundry carts
Young wives holding hands with their husbands
Lesbian women holding hands in coffee-houses
Smiling debutantes with bouquets of yellow daffodils
Silver-haired matrons with silver rhinestoned poodles
Painted prostitutes posing along MacArthur Boulevard
Giddy teenage girls snapping gum in fast cars
Widows clutching bibles, crucifixes
I look at them and wonder if
They are a part of me
I look in their eyes and wonder if
They share my dreams
I wonder if the woman in mink is content
If the stockbroker's wife is afraid of growing old
If the professor's wife is an alcoholic
If the woman in prison is me
There are copper-tanned women in Hyannis Port playing tennis
Women who eat with finger bowls
There are women in factories punching time clocks
Women tired every waking hour of the day
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I wonder why there are women born with silver spoons
in their mouths
Women who have never known a day of hunger
Women who have never changed their own bed linen
And I wonder why there are women who must work
Women who must clean other women's houses
Women who must shell shrimps for pennies a day
Women who must sew other women's clothes
Who must cook
Who must die
In childbirth
In dreams
Why must woman stand divided?
Building the walls that tear them down?
Jill-of-all-trades
Lover, mother, housewife, friend, breadwinner
Heart and spade
A woman is a ritual
A house that must accommodate
A house that must endure
Generation after generation
Of wind and torment, of fire and rain
A house with echoing rooms
Closets with hidden cries
Walls with stretchmarks
Windows with eyes
Short, tall, skinny, fat
Pregnant, married, white, yellow, black, brown, red
Professional, working-class, aristocrat
Women cooking over coals in sampans
Women shining tiffany spoons in glass houses
Women stretching their arms way above the clouds
In Samarkand, in San Francisco
Along the Mekong

Genny Lim
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La Gilera
Cherrie Moraga
It requires something more than personal experience to gain a
philosophy or point of view from any specific event. It is the quality i
of our response to the event and our capacity to enter into the lives
of others that help us to make their lives and experiences our own. --/
Emma Goldman*
I am the very well-educated daughter of a woman who, by the
standards in this country, would be considered largely illiterate. My
mother was born in Santa Paula, Southern California, at a time when
much of the central valley there was still farm land. Nearly thirty-five
years later, in 1948, she was the only daughter of six to marry an anglo,
my father.
I remember all of my mothet-'8,stories, probably much better thantIVZ'N'
she realizes. She is a fine story-teller;\recalling every event of her life 0,
with the vividness of the present, noting each detail right down to the
cut and color of her dress. I remember stories of her being pulled out
of school at the ages of five, seven, nine, and eleven to work in the
fields, along with her brothers and sisters; stories of her father
drinking away whatever small profit she was able to make for the
family; of her going the long way home to avoid meeting him on the
street, staggering toward the same destination. I remember stories of
my mother lying about her age in order to get a job as a hat-check girl
at Agua Caliente Racetrack in Tijuana. At fourteen, she was the main
support of the family. I can still see her walking home alone at 3 a.m.,
only to turn all of her salary and tips over to her mother, who was
pregnant again.
The stories continue through the war years and on: walnut- cracking
factories, the Voit Rubber factory, and then the computer boom. I
remember my mother doing piecework for the electronics plant in our
neighborhood. In the late evening, she would sit in front of the T.V. set,
0 wrapping copper wires into the backs of circuit boards, talking about
"keeping up with the younger girls." By that time, she was already in
her mid-fifties.
*Alix Kates Shulman, "Was My Life Worth Living?' Red Emma Speaks. (New York:
Random House, 1972), p. 388.
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Meanwhile, I was college-prep in school. After classes, I would go
with my mother to fill out job applications for her, or write checks for
her at the supermarket. We would have the scenario all worked out
ahead of time. My mother would sign the check before we'd get to the
store. Then, as we'd approach the checkstand, she would say – within
earshot of the cashier – "oh honey, you go 'head and make out the
check," as if she couldn't be bothered with such an insignificant detail.
No one asked any questions.
I was educated, and wore it with a keen sense of pride and satis- '
faction, my head propped up with the knowledge, from my mother,';
that my life would be easier than hers. I was educated; but more than;
this, I was "la giiera": fair-skinned. Born with the features of my`,
Chicana mother, but the skin of my Anglo father, I had it made. y'
No one ever quite told me this (that light was right), but I knew that
being light was something valued in my family (who were all Chicano,
with the exception of my father). In fact, everything about my
upbringing (at least what occurred on a conscious level) attempted to
bleach me of what color I did have. Although my mother was fluent in
it, I was never taught much Spanish at home. I picked up what I did
learn from school and from over-heard snatches of conversation
among my relatives and mother. She often called other lower-income
Mexicans "braceros", or "wet-backs", referring to herself and her
family as "a different class of people." And yet, the real story was that
my family, too, had been poor (some still are) and farmworkers. My
mother can remember this in her blood as if it were yesterday. But this
is something she would like to forget (and rightfully), for to her, on a
basic economic level, being Chicana meant being "less." It was through
my mother's desire to protect her children from poverty and illiteracy
that we became "anglocized"; the more effectively we could pass in the
white world, the better guaranteed our future.
From all of this, I experience, daily, a huge disparity between what I
was born into and what I was to grow up to become. Because, (as
Goldman suggests) these stories my mother told me crept under my
"guera" skin. I had no choice but to enter into the life of my mother. I
had no choice. I took her life into my heart, but managed to keep a lid
on it as long as I feigned being the happy, upwardly mobile
heterosexual.
When I finally lifted the lid to my lesbianism, a profound connection
with my mother reawakened in me. It wasn't until I acknowledged
and confronted my own lesbianism in the flesh, that my heartfelt
identification with and empathy for my mother's oppression – due to
being poor, uneducated, and Chicana – was realized. My lesbianism
is th avenue through which I have learned the most about silence and
A
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oppression, and it continues to be the most tactile reminder to me that
we are not free human beings.
You see, one follows the other. I had known for years that I was a
lesbian, had felt it in my bones, had ached with the knowledge, gone
crazed with the knowledge, wallowed in the silence of it. Silence is
like starvation. Don't be fooled. It's nothing short of that, and felt most
sharply when one has had a full belly most of her life. When we are
not physically starving, we have the luxury to realize psychic and
emotional starvation. It is from this starvation that other starvations
can be recognized – if one is willing to take the risk of making the
connection – if one is willing to be responsible to the result of the
connection. For me, the connectioriTS- RfineVn .. - •ne.
What I am saying is thafthe joys of looking like a white gir ain't so
great since I realized I could be bea - ing a dyke. If
my sister's being beaten because she's Black, it's pretty much the same
principle. We're both getting beaten any way you look at it. The connection is blatant; and in the case of my own family, the difference in
the privileges attached to looking white instead of brown are merely a
generation apart.
In this country, lesbianism is a poverty – as is being brown, as is
being a woman, as is being just plain poor. The danger lies in ranking
the oppressions. The danger lies in failing to acknowledge the specificity of
the oppression. The danger lies in attempting to deal with oppression
purely from a theoretical base. Without an emotional, heartfelt
grappling with the source of our own oppression, without naming the
enemy within ourselves and outside of us, no authentic, non-hierarchical connection among oppressed groups can take place.
When the going gets rough, will we abandon our so-called comrades
in a flurry of racist/heterosexist/what- have-you panic? To whose
camp,,,then, should "the lesbian 'of c olorielie-der very presence
violatthe ranking and abstraction of oppression. Do we merely live
hand to m u
?Do we merely struggle–With the "ism" that's sitting on
top of our own heads?
The answer is: yes, I think first we do; and we must do so thoroughly
and deeply. But to fail to move out from there will only isolate us in
our own oppression – will only insulate, rather than radicalize us.
To illustrate: a gay male friend of mine once confided to me that he
continued to feel that, on some level, I didn't trust him because he was
male; that he felt, really, if it ever came down to a "battle of the sexes", I
might kill him. I admitted that I might very well. He wanted to understand the source of my distrust. I responded, "You're not a woman. Be a
woman for a day. Imagine being a woman." He confessed that the
thought terrified him because, to him, being a woman meant being
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raped by men. He had felt raped by men; he wanted to forget what that
meant. What grew from that discussion was the realization that in
order for him to create an authentic alliance with me, he must deal
with the primary source of his own sense of oppression. He must,
first, emotionally come to terms with what it feels like to be a victim. If
he – or anyone – were to truly do this, it would be impossible to
discount the oppression of others, except by again forgetting how we
have been hurt.
And yet, oppressed groups are forgetting all the time. There are
instances of this in the rising Black middle class, and certainly an
obvious trend of such "unconsciousness" among white gay men.
Because to remember may mean giving up whatever privileges we
have managed to squeeze out of this society by virtue of our gender,
race, class, or sexuality.
Within the women's movement, the connections among women of
different backgrounds and sexual orientations have been fragile, at
best. I think this phenomenon is indicative of our failure to seriously
address ourselves to some very frightening questions: How have I
internalized my own oppression? How have I oppressed? Instead, we
have let rhetoric do the job of poetry. Even the word "oppression" has
lost its power. We need a new language, better words that can more
closely describe women's fear of and resistance to one another; words
that will not always come out sounding like dogma.
What prompted me in the first place to work on an anthology by
radical women of color was a deep sense that I had a valuable insight
to contribute, by virtue of my birthright and background. And yet, I
don't really understand first-hand what it feels like being shitted on
for being brown, I understand much more about the joys of it – being
Chicana and having family are synonymous for me. What I know
about loving, singing, crying, telling stories, speaking with my heart
and hands, even having a sense of my own soul comes from the love of
my mother, aunts, cousins .. .
But at the age of twenty-seven, it is frightening to acknowledge that
I have internalized a racism and classism, where the object of oppression is not only someone outside of my skin, but the someone inside
my skin. In fact, to a large degree, the real battle with such oppression,
for all of us, begins under the skin. I have had to confront the fact that
much of what I value about being Chicana, about my family, has been
subverted by anglo culture and my own cooperation with it. This realization did not occur to me overnight. For example, it wasn't until long
after my graduation from the private college I'd attended in Los
Angeles, that I realized the major reason for my total alienation from
and fear of my classmates was rooted in class and culture. CLICK.
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Three years after graduation, in an apple-orchard in Sonoma, a
friend of mine (who comes from an Italian Irish working-class family)
says to me, "Cherrie, no wonder you felt like such a nut in school. Most
of the people there were white and rich." It was true. All along I had
felt the difference, butnotuntil had put the words "class" and "color"
to the experience, did my feelings make any sense. For years, I had
berated myself for not being as "free" as my classmates. I completely
bought that they simply had more guts than I did – to rebel against
their parents and run around the country hitch-hiking, reading books
and studying "art." They had enough privilege to be atheists, for
chrissake. There was no one around filling in the disparity for me
between their parents, who were Hollywood filmmakers, and my
parents, who wouldn't know the name of a filmmaker if their lives
depended on it (and precisely because their lives didn't depend on it,
they couldn't be bothered). But I knew nothing about "privilege" then.
White was right. Period. I could pass. If I got educated enough, there
would never be any telling.
Three years after that, another CLICK. In a letter to Barbara Smith, I
wrote:
I went to a concert where Ntosake Shange was reading. There,
everything exploded for me. She was speaking a language that I
knew – in the deepest parts of me – existed, and that I had ignored
in my own feminist studies and even in my own writing. What
Ntosake caught in me is the realization that in my development as a
poet, I have, in many ways, denied the voice of my brown mother
– the brown in me. I have acclimated to the sound of a white
language which, as my father represents it, does not speak to the
emotions in my poems – emotions which stem from the love of my
mother.
The reading was agitating. Made me uncomfortable. Threw me
into a week-long terror of how deeply I was affected. I felt that I
had to start all over again. That I turned only to the perceptions of
white middle-class women to speak for me and all women. I am
shocked by my own ignorance.
Sitting in that auditorium chair was the first time I had realized to
the core of me that for years I had disowned the language I knew best
– ignored the words and rhythms that were the closest to me. The
sounds of my mother and aunts gossiping – half in English, half in
Spanish – while drinking cerveza in the kitchen. And the hands – I
had cut off the hands in my poems. But not in conversation; still the
hands could not be kept down. Still they insisted on moving.
The reading had forced me to remember that I knew things from my
roots. But to remember puts me up against what I don't know. Shange's
reading agitated me because she spoke with power about a world that
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is both alien and common to me: "the capacity to enter into the lives of
others." But you can't just take the goods and run. I knew that then, sitting in the Oakland auditorium (as I know in my poetry), that the only
thing worth writing about is what seems to be unknown and, therefore, fearful.
The "unknown" is often depicted in racist literature as the "darkness"
within a person. Similarly, sexist writers will refer to fear in the form
of the vagina, calling it "the orifice of death." In contrast, it is a pleasure
to read works such as Maxine Hong Kingston's Woman Warrior, where
fear and alienation are described as "the white ghosts." And yet, the
bulk of literature in this country reinforces the myth that what is dark
and female is evil. Consequently, each of us – whether dark, female,
or both – has in some way internalized this oppressive imagery. What
the oppressor often succeeds in doing is simply externalizing his fears,
projecting them into the bodies of women, Asians, gays, disabled
folks, whoever seems most "other."
call me
roach and presumptuous
nightmare on your white pillow
your itch to destroy
the indestructible
part of yourself
Audre Lorde *
But it is not really difference the oppressor fears so much as similarity. He fears he will discover in himself the same aches, the same longings as those of the people he has shitted on. He fears the immobilization threatened by his own incipient guilt. He fears he will have to
change his life once he has seen himself in the bodies of the people he
has called different. He fears the hatred, anger, and vengeance of
those he has hurt.
This is the oppressor's nightmare, but it is not exclusive to him. W
women have a similar nightmare, for each of us in some way has been
both oppressed and the oppressor. We are afraid to look at how we
have failed each other. We are afraid to see how we have taken the
\ values of our oppressor into our hearts and turned them against ourselves and one another. We are afraid to admit how deeply "the man's"
words have been ingrained in us.
To assess the damage is a dangerous act. I think of how, even as a
feminist lesbian, I have so wanted to ignore my own homophobia, my
own hatred of myself for being queer. I have not wanted to admit that
* From "The Brown Menace or Poem to the Survival of Roaches", The New York Head
Shop and Museum (Detroit: Broadside, 1974), p. 48.
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my deepest personal sense of myself has not quite "caught up" with my
"woman-identified" politics. I have been afraid to criticize lesbian
writers who choose to "skip over" these issues in the name of feminism. In 1979, we talk of "old gay" and "butch and femme" roles as if
they were ancient history. We toss them aside as merely patriarchal
notions. And yet, the truth of the matter is that I have sometimes taken
society's fear and hatred of lesbians to bed with me. I have sometimes
hated my lover for loving me. I have sometimes felt "not woman
enough" for her. I have sometimes felt "not man enough." For a lesbian
trying to survive in a heterosexist society, there is no easy way around
these emotions. Similarly, in a white-dominated world, there is little
getting around racism and our own internalization of it. It's always
there, embodied in some one we least expect to rub up against.
When we do rub up against this person, there then is the challenge.
There then is the opportunity to look at the nightmare within us. But
we usually shrink from such a challenge.
Time and time again, I have observed that the usual response among
white women's groups when the "racism issue" comes up is to deny the
difference. I have heard comments like, "Well, we're open to all
women; why don't they (women of color) come? You can only do so
much . . . " But there is seldom any analysis of how the very nature and
structure of the group itself may be founded on racist or classist
assumptions. More importantly, so often the women seem to feel no
loss, no lack, no absence when women of color are not involved;
therefore, there is little desire to change the situation. This has hurt me
deeply. I have come to believe that the only reason women of a privileged class will dare to look at how it is that they oppress, is when
they've come to know the meaning of their own oppression. And
understand that the oppression of others hurts them personally.
The other side of the story is that women of color and working-class
women often shrink from challenging white middle-class women. It
is much easier to rank oppressions and set up a hierarchy, rather than
take responsibility for changing our own lives. We have failed to
demand that white women, particularly those who claim to be
speaking for all women, be accountable for their racism.
The dialogue has simply not gone deep enough.
I have many times questioned my right to even work on an
anthology which is to be written "exclusively by Third World women."
I have had to look critically at my claim to color, at a time when,
among white feminist ranks, it is a "politically correct" (and sometimes
peripherally advantageous) assertion to make. I must acknowledge
the fact that, physically, I have had a choice about making that claim,
in contrast to women who have not had such a choice, and have been
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abused for their color. I must reckon with the fact that for most of my
life, by virtue of the very fact that I am white-looking, I identified with
and aspired toward white values, and that I rode the wave of that
Southern Californian privilege as far as conscience would let me.
Well, now I feel both bleached and beached. I feel angry about this –
the years when I refused to recognize privilege, both when it worked
against me, and when I worked it, ignorantly, at the expense of others.
These are not settled issues. That is why this work feels so risky to me.
It continues to be discovery. It has brought me into contact with
women who invariably know a hell of a lot more than I do about
racism, as experienced in the flesh, as revealed in the flesh of their
writing.
I think: what is my responsibility to my roots – both white and
brown, Spanish-speaking and English? I am a woman with a foot in
both worlds; and I refuse the split. I feel the necessity for dialogue.
Sometimes I feel it urgently.
But one voice is not enough, nor two, although this is where dialogue begins. It is essential that radical feminists confront their fear of
and resistance to each other, because without this, there will be no
bread on the table. Simply, we will not survive. If we could make this
connection in our heart of hearts, that if we are serious about a revolution – better – if we seriously believe there should be joy in our lives
(real joy, not just "good times"), then we need one another. We women
need each other. Because my/your solitary, self-asserting "go-for -thethroat- of -fear" power is not enough. The real power, as you and I well
know, is collective. I can't afford to be afraid of you, nor you of me. If it
takes head-on collisions, let's do it: this polite timidity is killing us.
As Lorde suggests in the passage I cited earlier, it is in looking to the
nightmare that the dream is found. There, the survivor emerges to
insist on a future, a vision, yes, born out of what is dark and female.
The feminist movement must be a movement of such survivors, a
movement with a future.
September, 1979.

Invisibility is an Unnatural
Disaster:
Reflections of an
Asian American Woman
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Mitsuye Yamada
Last year for the Asian segment of the Ethnic American Literature
course I was teaching, I selected a new anthology entitled Aiiieeeee!
compiled by a group of outspoken Asian American writers. During
the discussion of the long but thought-provoking introduction to this
anthology, one of my students blurted out that she was offended by its
militant tone and that as a white person she was tired of always being
blamed for the oppression of all the minorities. I noticed several of her
classmates' eyes nodding in tacit agreement. A discussion of the "militant" voices in some of the other writings we had read in the course
ensued. Surely, I pointed out, some of these other writings have been
just as, if not more, militant as the words in this introduction? Had
they been offended by those also but failed to express their feelings
about them? To my surprise, they said they were not offended by any
of the Black American, Chicano or American Indian writings, but
were hard-pressed to explain why when I asked for an explanation..
A little further discussion revealed that they "understood" the anger
expressed by the Black and Chicanos and they "empathized" with
the frustrations and sorrow expressed by the American Indian. But
the Asian Americans??
Then finally, one student said it for all of them: "It made me angry.
Their anger made me angry, because I didn't even know the Asian
Americans felt oppressed. I didn't expect their anger."
At this time I was involved in an academic due process procedure
begun as a result of a grievance I had filed the previous semester
against the administrators at my college. I had filed a grievance for
violation of my rights as a teacher who had worked in the district for
almost eleven years. My student's remark "Their anger made me angry
...I didn't expect their anger," explained for me the reactions of some
of my own colleagues as well as the reactions of the administrators
during those previous months. The grievance procedure was a timeconsuming and emotionally draining process, but the basic principle
was too important for me to ignore. That basic principle was that I, an
individual teacher, do have certain rights which are given and my
superiors cannot, should not, violate them with impunity. When this
was pointed out to them, however, they responded with shocked sur-
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prise that I, of all people, would take them to task for violation of what
was clearly written policy in our college district. They all seemed to
exclaim, "We don't understand this; this is so uncharacteristic of her;
she seemed such a nice person, so polite, so obedient, so non-troublemaking." What was even more surprising was once they were forced
to acknowledge that I was determined to start the due process action,
they assumed I was not doing it on my own. One of the administrators
suggested someone must have pushed me into this, undoubtedly some
of "those feminists" on our campus, he said wryly.
In this age when women are clearly making themselves visible on
all fronts, I, an Asian American woman, am still functioning as a "front
for those feminists" and therefore invisible. The realization of this
sinks in slowly. Asian Americans as a whole are finally coming to
claim their own, demanding that they be included in the multicultural
history of our country. I like to think, in spite of my administrator's
myopia, that the most stereotyped minority of them all, the Asian
American woman, is just now emerging to become part of that group.
It took forever. Perhaps it is important to ask ourselves why it took so
long. We should ask ourselves this question just when we think we are
emerging as a viable minority in the fabric of our society. I should add
to my student's words, "because I didn't even know they felt oppressed,"
that it took this long because we Asian American women have not
admitted to ourselves that we were oppressed. We, the visible minority
that is invisible.
I say this because until a few years ago I have been an Asian American woman working among non-Asians in an educational institution
where most of the decision-makers were men*; an Asian American
woman thriving under the smug illusion that I was not the stereotypic
image of the Asian woman because I had a career teaching English in a
community college. I did not think anything assertive was necessary
to make my point. People who know me, I reasoned, the ones who
count, know who I am and what I think. Thus, even when what I considered a veiled racist remark was made in a casual social setting, I
would "let it go" because it was pointless to argue with people who
didn't even know their remark was racist. I had supposed that I was
practicing passive resistance while being stereotyped, but it was so
passive no one noticed I was resisting; it was so much my expected
role that it ultimately rendered me invisible.
My experience leads me to believe that contrary to what I thought, I
had actually been contributing to my own stereotyping. Like the hero
*It is hoped this will change now that a black woman is Chancellor of our college
district.
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in Ralph Ellison's novel The Invisible Man, I had become invisible to
white Americans, and it clung to me like a bad habit. Like most bad
habits, this one crept up on me because I took it in minute doses like
Mithradates' poison and my mind and body adapted so well to it I
hardly noticed it was there.
For the past eleven years I have busied myself with the usual chores
of an English teacher, a wife of a research chemist, and a mother of
four rapidly growing children. I hadn't even done much to shatter this
particular stereotype: the middle class woman happy to be bringing
home the extra income and quietly fitting into the man's world of
work. When the Asian American woman is lulled into believing that
people perceive her as being different from other Asian women (the
submissive, subservient, ready-to-please, easy-to-get-along-with
Asian woman), she is kept comfortably content with the state of
things. She becomes ineffectual in the milieu in which she moves. The
seemingly apolitical middle class woman and the apolitical Asian
woman constituted a double invisibility.
I had created an underground culture of survival for myself and had
become in the eyes of others the person I was trying not to be. Because
I was permitted to go to college, permitted to take a stab at a career or
two along the way, given "free choice" to marry and have a family,
given a "choice" to eventually do both, I had assumed I was more or
less free, not realizing that those who are free make and take choices;
they do not choose from options proffered by "those out there."
I, personally, had not "emerged" until I was almost fifty years old.
Apparently through a long conditioning process, I had learned how
not to be seen for what I am. A long history of ineffectual activities had
been, I realize now, initiation rites toward my eventual invisibility.
The training begins in childhood; and for women and minorities,
whatever is started in childhood is continued throughout their adult
lives. I first recognized just how invisible I was in my first real confrontation with my parents a few years after the outbreak of World
War II.
During the early years of the war, my older brother, Mike, and I left
the concentration camp in Idaho to work and study at the University
of Cincinnati. My parents came to Cincinnati soon after my father's
release from Internment Camp (these were POW camps to which
many of the Issei* men, leaders in their communities, were sent by
the FBI), and worked as domestics in the suburbs. I did not see them
too often because by this time I had met and was much influenced by a
pacifist who was out on a "furlough" from a conscientious objectors'
*Issei — Immigrant Japanese, living in the U.S.
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camp in Trenton, North Dakota. When my parents learned about my
"boy friend" they were appalled and frightened. After all, this was the
period when everyone in the country was expected to be one-hundred
percent behind the war effort, and the Nisei* boys who had volunteered for the Armed Forces were out there fighting and dying to
prove how American we really were. However, during interminable
arguments with my father and overheard arguments between my
parents, I was devastated to learn they were not so much concerned
about my having become a pacifist, but they were more concerned
about the possibility of my marrying one. They were understandably
frightened (my father's prison years of course were still fresh on his
mind) about repercussions on the rest of the family. In an attempt to
make my father understand me, I argued that even if I didn't marry
him, I'd still be a pacifist; but my father reassured me that it was "all
right" for me to be a pacifist because as a Japanese national and a "girl"
it didn't make any difference to anyone. In frustration I remember
shouting, "But can't you see, I'm philosophically committed to the
pacifist cause," but he dismissed this with "In my college days we used
to call philosophy, foolosophy," and that was the end of that. When
they were finally convinced I was not going to marry "my pacifist," the
subject was dropped and we never discussed it again.
As if to confirm my father's assessment of the harmlessness of my
opinions, my brother Mike, an American citizen, was suddenly
expelled from the University of Cincinnati while I, "an enemy alien",
was permitted to stay. We assumed that his stand as a pacifist,
although he was classified a 4-F because of his health, contributed to
his expulsion. We were told the Air Force was conducting sensitive
wartime research on campus and requested his removal, but they
apparently felt my presence on campus was not as threatening.
I left Cincinnati in 1945, hoping to leave behind this and other
unpleasant memories gathered there during the war years, and
plunged right into the politically active atmosphere at New York University where students, many of them returning veterans, were continuously promoting one cause or other by making speeches in Washington Square, passing out petitions, or staging demonstrations. On
one occasion, I tagged along with a group of students who took a train
to Albany to demonstrate on the steps of the State Capitol. I think I was
the only Asian in this group of predominantly Jewish students from
NYU. People who passed us were amused and shouted "Go home and
grow up." I suppose Governor Dewey, who refused to see us, assumed
we were a group of adolescents without a cause as most college
*Nisei — Second generation Japanese, born in the U.S.
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students were considered to be during those days. It appears they
weren't expecting any results from our demonstration. There were no
newspersons, no security persons, no police. No one tried to stop us
from doing what we were doing. We simply did "our thing" and went
back to our studies until next time, and my father's words were again
confirmed: it made no difference to anyone, being a young student
demonstrator in peacetime, 1947.
Not only the young, but those who feel powerless over their own
lives know what it is like not to make a difference on anyone or anything. The poor know it only too well, and we women have known it
since we were little girls. The most insidious part of this conditioning
process, I realize now, was that we have been trained not to expect a
response in ways that mattered. We may be listened to and responded
to with placating words and gestures, but our psychological mind set
has already told us time and again that we were born into a readymade world into which we must fit ourselves, and that many of us do
it very well.
This mind set is the result of not believing that the political and
social forces affecting our lives are determined by some person, or a
group of persons, probably sitting behind a desk or around a conference table.
Just recently I read an article about "the remarkable track record of
success" of the Nisei in the United States. One Nisei was quoted as
saying he attributed our stamina and endurance to our ancestors
whose characters had been shaped, he said, by their living in a country
which has been contantly besieged by all manner of natural disasters,
such as earthquakes and hurricanes. He said the Nisei has inherited a
steely will, a will to endure and hence, to survive.
This evolutionary explanation disturbs me, because it equates the
"act of God" (i.e. natural disasters) to the "act of man" (i.e., the war, the
evacuation). The former is not within our power to alter, but the latter,
I should think, is. By putting the "acts of God" on par with the acts of
man, we shrug off personal responsibilities.
I have, for too long a period of time accepted the opinion of others
(even though they were directly affecting my life) as if they were
objective events totally out of my control. Because I separated such
opinions from the persons who were making them, I accepted them the
way I accepted natural disasters; and I endured them as inevitable. I
have tried to cope with people whose points of view alarmed me in the
same way that I had adjusted to natural phenomena, such as hurricanes, which plowed into my life from time to time. I would readjust
my dismantled feelings in the same way that we repaired the broken
shutters after the storm. The Japanese have an all-purpose expression
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in their language for this attitude of resigned acceptance: "Shikataganai."
"It can't be helped." "There's nothing I can do about it." It is said with the
shrug of the shoulders and tone of finality, perhaps not unlike the
"those-were-my-orders" tone that was used at the Nuremberg trials.
With all the sociological studies that have been made about the causes
of the evacuations of the Japanese Americans during World War II, we
should know by now that "they" knew that the West Coast Japanese
Americans would go without too much protest, and of course, "they"
were right, for most of us (with the exception of those notable few), resigned to our fate, albeit bewildered and not willingly. We were not
perceived by our government as responsive Americans; we were
objects that happened to be standing in the path of the storm.
Perhaps this kind of acceptance is a way of coping with the "real"
world. One stands against the wind for a time, and then succumbs
eventually because there is no point to being stubborn against all odds.
The wind will not respond to entreaties anyway, one reasons; one
should have sense enough to know that. I'm not ready to accept this
evolutionary reasoning. It is too rigid for me; I would like to think that
my new awareness is going to make me more visible than ever, and to
allow me to make some changes in the "man made disaster" I live in at
the present time. Part of being visible is refusing to separate the actors
from their actions, and demanding that they be responsible for them.
By now, riding along with the minorities' and women's movements,
I think we are making a wedge into the main body of American life,
but people are still looking right through and around us, assuming we
are simply tagging along. Asian American women still remain in the
background and we are heard but not really listened to. Like Musak,
they think we are piped into the airwaves by someone else. We must
remember that one of the most insidious ways of keeping women and
minorities powerless is to let them only talk about harmless and inconsequential subjects, or let them speak freely and not listen to them
with serious intent.
We need to raise our voices a little more, even as they say to us "This
is so uncharacteristic of you." To finally recognize our own invisibility
is to finally be on the path toward visibility. Invisibility is not a natural
state for anyone.
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It's In My Blood, My Face
My Mother's Voice, The Way I Sweat
Anita Valerio
Hey ya hey ya ho — where the sun does not malign the
seasons
I remember the place where the sun does not malign the
seasons flutes of penitentes & headdresses for the Okan* we rub
our offerings of dried meat into the earth and the holy woman comes
out and dances she is wearing the sacred headdress she is one of
the last qualified to do this my mother says it is because she has only
been with her husband and never any other man it makes her a
virgin of sorts my mother says its hard to find a woman like that
these days a holy woman and that is why I sometimes don't want to
think about being Indian why sometimes I could really care less
these days it's sad. There was a time three years back when I was so
angry so proud I wanted so much to reclaim my language the symbols
and sacred gestures the land but now? I went back to the
reserve for two months traditional cultures are conservative and
this one is patriarchal
What does it mean that it is a holy woman who sets up the Okan? and
why does it make her holy that only one man has touched her? is it
really because she has been a good little piece of property to that one
man or is it because she is a pure vessel of female power not
permeated with the male? is her setting up the Okan — which is the
principal ceremony of the culture — a hearkening back to earlier
matriarchal times? it seems as though you can't always trust people's
interpretations as their minds have been colored by Catholicism — t.v.
etc. Some would like to believe that the values of the Roman Catholic
Church and the values of the Native American tribal religions are one
and the same. Hah! being totally traditional seems wrong as well as it
seems the task is first to find out what was our tradition — feel it
through the skin.
My earliest memories are the best innocence may be an escalation
of memory brings desires smells of morning — standing on the
porch and smelling morning blue sky rolling hills unrest ecstasy
was in my soul there seemed to be balance then before I knew
*The Sundance.
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the meaning of the word later I wanted to go back to it the
wild spacious morning air the horses corralled the red barn and the
sticky hot summer nights watching the pickup trucks come in from
town Being an Indian ...I didn't even realize that's what I was — an
Indian — in fact I jumped up and down in protest "I'm not an Indian —
I'm not an Indian!" when my relatives would tell me I was. After all,
Indians were the bad guys on T.V. and though we didn't have running
water that year or even telephones — yes — we did have television.
Apparently, there were also times when I'd scream "I'm an Indian, I'm
an Indian" when my relatives would say I wasn't . . . Such has been life.
Just what it is to be an "Indian" — Native American — a Skin . . . &
more importantly how do I — half blood Indian and half Chicana relate
to it all? Well, sometimes I've made quite an occupation of thinking
about it and sometimes, more recently, I'd rather not bother. Why
bother? It seems too conceptual — and worse — too bound up with
invectives. Yet— I cannot forget and I don't want to. It's in my blood,
my face my mother's voice it's in my voice my speech rhythms
my dreams and memories it's the shape of my legs and though I
am light skinned it is my features — my eyes and face shape ... it must
even be the way I sweat! Why it's damn near everything! and I feel
it's my yearning for wide spaces — for the flat and nude plains. Yes, I've
been denied. What a shame not to speak Blackfoot. It was my mother's
first language — she'd talk it over the phone long distance — she'd speak
it when she went home (the blood reserve in Southern Alberta) she
even spoke it in my dreams but I never learned. All that talking denied
me.

Weird, superstitious, unnatural — Imagine in this day and
age!
My mother talking: "Christopher's wife cries by his bed. His dead
wife, she cries by his bed. He had to go to a medicine man to see what
was happening. She committed suicide a couple years back, she must
be restless." "My, imagine . . . What must it be like?" I say, "My that's
something, weird." Weird? The word foreign to me as soon as I've said
it. Weird? A shadow flits across my mother's eyes. How could that
have come up? I recoil inside, I don't know the part of me that's said it.
My stomach tingles. I feel tight. The word is dry, false — "weird". Of
course, I remember, of course I know. "Weird" only a non-Indian
would say that. Someone who doesn't know, who hasn't been raised to
see that life is a continuous whole from flesh to spirit, that we're not as
easily separated as some think. I knew that.
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"Yea — that's good he went to see that medicine man," I say. I've been
around too many people who don't see it that way, that easily. Spirits?
They need proof, they are skeptical. One time I talked with some
white friends for nearly two hours straight about ghosts. "Who knows?
Ghosts might be real: sometimes there is proof," they said. They told
me there are pictures now. Good, maybe now they will know. And
that is where I learned to say "weird." Weird, superstitious,
unnatural — Imagine, in this day and age.

The weeping was all of our pain — a collective wound
I remember my great-grandfather Makwyiapi in his tipi. Smelling
the sweet grass, my mother telling me it was holy and not to touch his
things. I never really got to know him. Makwyiapi, "Wolf Old Man" his
english was broken and he always spoke Blackfoot. He had a sweat*
lodge outside his house. He was a medicine man and once cured a man
of face cancer by dreaming of a certain mixture of herbs and roots.
This came to him in a dream. I grew up knowing about dreams and
remedies, spirits — the still black nights on the plains. I attended my
first sweat when I was sixteen, it was high in the mountains. We went
to a lodge afterwards. This first sweat was so miraculous, so refreshing
and so magical — it was as though God had appeared before me and
walked about and danced. It reinstated my sense of the Marvelous
and also a sense of sacredness. I cried inside that sweat, it seemed as
though I could never stop crying as though my heart was being tugged
at and finally torn loose inside my chest. Other people cried too. So
much emotion is expressed in the sweat and in the medicine lodge.
And the weird thing about it is — you don't really know what it is you're
crying about. The emotions seem to come out of some primeval cavity
— some lonesome half-remembered place. It seems when I cried it
was more than an individual pain. The weeping was all of our pain —
a collective wound — it is larger than each individual. In the sweat it
seems as though we all remember a past — a collective presence — our
past as Native people before being colonized and culturally liquidated.

Barrier between myself and my people
At age seven I had a wild crush on a girl a year younger than myself
that lasted a whole year. I would stare at her picture in the second
grade year book and cry. I drew her pictures of dragons and gave them
to her. It seemed a bit odd to me, but I wanted to marry her. I felt as
*A sweat is a religious purification ceremony.
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though I was the only girl who'd ever felt these things. Perhaps there
had been a mistake. I decided it would be better to be a boy and I
stayed awake at night praying to turn into one. If I was a boy it would
be easier to be a super hero and to be president. Finally – I decided to
remain a girl and make the best of it.
We moved and I left her behind – but the memory of that early,
intense feeling stayed on. It seemed so natural and heartfelt and it
scared me a little. I was already becoming aware of my emotions as a
lesbian – as different.
That is one of the barriers between myself and the reserve. How to
explain, who can I tell, should I tell anyone? I grew up with these
people, my relatives, my cousins, my aunts and uncles – various
friends. I grew up loving that land and always needing to return there.
Three years ago, in '77, I lived there for two months. I went out to Babb
and drank at the Indian bar, I went to sweats (not right after partying
however – as you have to either give up drinking completely or wait
four days after last imbibing before entering the sweat lodge). I'd chase
horses – go get them to ride, I jogged on the plains (all the while
watching for bulls which might chase me) and hung around the
house – reading, watching television and cleaning. I felt the ennui of
reserve life, the timelessness, I also sensed conservatism and a limitation. People expected me to be more tied to my parents than I am, to
want to live close to them, to feel more homesick at the age of twenty
for my mother and father. And yet sometimes I feel almost crippled by
a homesickness inside me.
There is something sturdy and healthy about extended families, the
way people care for each other, the way they depend upon and take
care of one another. I feel lucky to have been touched by such a situation while growing up. But now, I would find that hard to live with.
More than anything because it is patriarchal, women have a certain
limited role (as do men), and I am gay. Perhaps in the old days, in some
way or other I could have fit in there. But today, my lesbianism has
become a barrier between myself and my people. What to say when
my grandmother or aunt asks if I've met a boyfriend. The perennial
lesbian problem – how to tell the folks and what to tell them.
It is hard to be around other people talking about their lives and not
be able to talk about your own in the same way. It causes a false and
painful separateness – which I'll have to live with and ignore until I
know how and what to do otherwise.

You will return to the Indian way
I lived at the North End for about a year. I was five. We had no
running water so when we bathed we got water from a nearby river.
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For a year I enjoyed the nearby hills where there are supposed to be
spirits. Now the river is thick with pollution from a factory upstream,
the grass has grown tall around the old house, my grandfather has
been dead twelve years. Still, each year my family visits the reserve.
Once an uncle of mine came to me in a dream, he picked me up as
though I was a child saying, "Apoyakee, Apoyakee when are you going
to come home and take care of the little ones?" Apoyakee is my Blackfoot name given to me by my grandpa, Shade. It means, "Light or fairhaired woman", obviously given to me because of my light hair (I was
blonde as a child, the only fair complected person in my family).
Off and on, I think of going back "home" to live for a good six to
twelve months. Work, have a good time, learn Blackfoot, learn how to
set up a sweat, how to open up a medicine bundle, maybe learn the
handgame and some songs.
Five years ago I dreamt myself walking out of my home in Littleton
and out to a flat, long desert. There, beneath a shelter of poles and
sticks, an old Kainah woman sat, dressed in a kerchief and a long blue
dress. Some strange looking pipes were being passed around, none of
them were handed to me as none were quite right for me. These pipes
were not holy or in any way recognizable to me as anything special.
The old lady looked at me a long time, then she said, "You will return to
the Indian way."
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"Gee, You Don't Seem Like An
Indian From the Reservation"
Barbara Cameron
One of the very first words I learned in my Lakota language was

wasicu which designates white pecple. At that early age, my comprehension of wasicu was gained from observing and listening to my family discussing the wasicu. My grandmother always referred to white
people as the "wasicu sica" with emphasis on sica, our word for terrible
or bad. By the age of five I had seen one Indian man gunned down in
the back by the police and was a silent witness to a gang of white teenage boys beating up an elderly Indian man. I'd hear stories of Indian
ranch hands being "accidentally" shot by white ranchers. I quickly
began to understand the wasicu menace my family spoke of.
My hatred for the wasicu was solidly implanted by the time I entered
first grade. Unfortunately in first grade I became teacher's pet so my
teacher had a fondness for hugging me which always repulsed me. I
couldn't stand the idea of a white person touching me. Eventually I
realized that it wasn't the white skin that I hated, but it was their culture of deceit, greed, racism, and violence.
During my first memorable visit to a white town, I was appalled that
they thought of themselves as superior to my people. Their manner of
living appeared devoid of life and bordered on hostility even for one
another. They were separated from each other by their perfectly,
politely fenced square plots of green lawn. The only lawns on my reservation were the lawns of the BIA* officials or white christians. The
white people always seemed so loud, obnoxious, and vulgar. And the
white parents were either screaming at their kids, threatening them
with some form of punishment or hitting them. After spending a day
around white people, I was always happy to go back to the reservation
where people followed a relaxed yet respectful code of relating with
each other. The easy teasing and joking that were inherent with the
Lakota were a welcome relief after a day with the plastic faces.
I vividly remember two occasions during my childhood in which I
was cognizant of being an Indian. The first time was at about three
years of age when my family took me to my first pow-wow. I kept asking my grandmother, "Where are the Indians? Where are the Indians?
Are they going to have bows and arrows?' I was very curious and
*Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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strangely excited about the prospect of seeing real live Indians even
though I myself was one. It's a memory that has remained with me
through all these years because it's so full of the subtleties of my culture. There was a sweet wonderful aroma in the air from the dancers
and from the traditional food booths. There were lots of grandmothers
and grandfathers with young children running about. Pow-wows in
the Plains usually last for three days, sometimes longer, with Indian
people traveling from all parts of our country to dance, to share food
and laughter, and to be with each other. I could sense the importance
of our gathering times and it was the beginnning of my awareness that
my people are a great and different nation.
The second time in my childhood when I knew very clearly that I
am Indian occurred when I was attending an all white (except for me)
elementary school. During Halloween my friends and I went trick or
treating. At one of the last stops, the mother knew all of the children
except for me. She asked me to remove my mask so she could see who
I was. After I removed my mask, she realized I was an Indian and quite
cruelly told me so, refusing to give me the treats my friends had
received. It was a stingingly painful experience.
I told my mother about it the next evening after I tried to understand
it. My mother was outraged and explained the realities of being an
Indian in South Dakota. My mother paid a visit to the woman which
resulted in their expressing a barrage of equal hatred for one another. I
remember sitting in our pick-up hearing the intensity of the anger and
feeling very sad that my mother had to defend her child to someone
who wasn't worthy of her presence.
I spent a part of my childhood feeling great sadness and helplessness
about how it seemed that Indians were open game for the white people, to kill, maim, beat up, insult, rape, cheat, or whatever atrocity the
white people wanted to play with. There was also a rage and frustration that has not died. When I look back on reservation life it seems
that I spent a great deal of time attending the funerals of my relatives
or friends of my family. During one year I went to funerals of four
murder victims. Most of my non-Indian friends have not seen a dead
body or have not been to a funeral. Death was so common on the reservation that I did not understand the implications of the high death
rate until after I moved away and was surprised to learn that I've seen
more dead bodies than my friends will probably ever see in their
lifetime.
Because of experiencing racial violence, I sometimes panic when I'm
the only non-white in a roomful of whites, even if they are my closest
friends; I wonder if I'll leave the room alive. The seemingly copacetic
gay world of San Francisco becomes a mere dream after the panic
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leaves. I think to myself that it's truly insane for me to feel the panic.
I want to scream out my anger and disgust with myself for feeling distrustful of my white friends and I want to banish the society that has
fostered those feelings of alienation. I wonder at the amount of assimilation which has affected me and how long my "Indianness" will allow
me to remain in a city that is far removed from the lives of many Native
Americans.
"Alienation" and "assimilation" are two common words used to
describe contemporary Indian people. I've come to despise those two
words because what leads to "alienation" and "assimilation" should not
be so concisely defined. And I generally mistrust words that are used
to define Native Americans and Brown People. I don't like being put
under a magnifying glass and having cute liberal terms describe who I
am. The "alienation" or "assimilation" that I manifest is often in how I
speak. There isn't necessarily a third world language but there is an
Indian way of talking that is an essential part of me. I like it, I love it,
yet I deny it. I "save" it for when I'm around other Indians. It is a way of
talking that involves "Indian humor" which I know for sure non-Indian
people would not necessarily understand.
Articulate. Articulate. I've heard that word used many times to
describe third world people. White people seem so surprised to find
brown people who can speak fluent english and are even perhaps educated. We then become "articulate." I think I spend a lot of time being
articulate with white people. Or as one person said to me a few years
ago, "Gee, you don't seem like an Indian from the reservation."
I often read about the dilemmas of contemporary Indians caught
between the white and Indian worlds. For most of us, it is an uneasy
balance to maintain. Sometimes some of us are not so successful with
it. Native Americans have a very high suicide rate.

When I was about 20, I dreamt of myself at the age of 25-26, standing
at a place on my reservation, looking to the North, watching a glorious,
many-colored horse galloping toward me from the sky. My eyes were
riveted and attracted to the beauty and overwhelming strength of the
horse. The horse's eyes were staring directly into mine, hypnotizing me
and holding my attention. Slowly from the East, an eagle was gliding
toward the horse. My attention began to be drawn toward the calm of
the eagle but I still did not want to lose sight of the horse. Finally the two
met with the eagle sailing into the horse causing it to disintegrate. The
eagle flew gently on.
I take this prophetic dream as an analogy of my balance between the
white (horse) and Indian (eagle) world. Now that I am 26, I find that
I've gone as far into my exploration of the white world as I want. It
doesn't mean that I'm going to run off to live in a tipi. It simply means
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that rm not interested in pursuing a society that uses analysis, research,
and experimentation to concretize their vision of cruel destinies for
those who are not bastards of the Pilgrims; a society with arrogance
rising, moon in oppression, and sun in destruction.
Racism is not easy for me to write about because of my own racism
toward other people of color, and because of a complex set of "racisms"
within the Indian community. At times animosity exists between half breed, full-blood, light- skinned Indians, dark-skinned Indians, and
non-Indians who attempt to pass as Indians. The U.S. government has
practiced for many years its divisiveness in the Indian community by
instilling and perpetuating these Indian vs. Indian tactics. Native
Americans are the foremost group of people who continuously fight
against pre-meditated cultural genocide.
I've grown up with misconceptions about Blacks, Chicanos, and
Asians. I'm still in the process of trying to eliminate my racist pictures
of other people of color. I know most of my images of other races come
from television, books, movies, newspapers, and magazines. Who can
pinpoint exactly where racism comes from? There are certain political
dogmas that are excellent in their "analysis" of racism and how it feeds
the capitalist system. To intellectually understand that it is wrong or
politically incorrect to be racist leaves me cold. A lot of poor or working class white and brown people are just as racist as the "capitalist
pig." We are all continually pumped with gross and inaccurate images
of everyone else and we all pump it out. I don't think there are easy
answers or formulas. My personal attempts at eliminating my racism
have to start at the base level of those mind-sets that inhibit my relationships with people.
Racism among third world people is an area that needs to be discussed and dealt with honestly. We form alliances loosely based on the
fact that we have a common oppressor, yet we do not have a commitment to talk about our own fears and misconceptions about each other.
I've noticed that liberal, consciousness-raised white people tend to be
incredibly polite to third world people at parties or other social situations. It's almost as if they make a point to SHAKE YOUR HAND or to
introduce themselves and then run down all the latest right-on third
world or Native American books they've just read. On the other hand
it's been my experience that if there are several third world gay people
at a party, we make a point of avoiding each other, and spend our time
talking to the whites to show how sophisticated and intelligent we are.
I've always wanted to introduce myself to other third world people but
wondered how I would introduce myself or what would I say. There
are so many things I would want to say, except sometimes I don't want
to remember I'm Third World or Native American. I don't want to
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remember sometimes because it means recognizing that we're outlaws.
At the Third World Gay Conference in October 1979, the Asian and
Native American people in attendance felt the issues affecting us were
not adequately included in the workshops. Our representation and
leadership had minimal input which resulted in a skimpy educational
process about our struggles. The conference glaringly pointed out to
us the narrow definition held by some people that third world means
black people only. It was a depressing experience to sit in the lobby of
Harambee House with other Native Americans and Asians, feeling
removed from other third world groups with whom there is supposed
to be this automatic solidarity and empathy. The Indian group sat in
my motel room discussing and exchanging our experiences within the
third world context. We didn't spend much time in workshops conducted by other third world people because of feeling unwelcomed at
the conference and demoralized by having an invisible presence.
What's worse than being invisible among your own kind?
It is of particular importance to us as third world gay people to begin
a serious interchange of sharing and educating ourselves about each
other. We not only must struggle with the racism and homophobia of
straight white america, but must often struggle with the homophobia
that exists within our third world communities. Being third world
doesn't always connote a political awareness or activism. I've met a
number of third world and Native American lesbians who've said
they're just into "being themselves", and that politics has no meaning in
their lives. I agree that everyone is entitled to "be themselves" but in a
society that denies respect and basic rights to people because of their
ethnic background, I feel that individuals cannot idly sit by and allow
themselves to be co-opted by the dominant society. I don't know what
moves a person to be politically active or to attempt to raise the quality
of life in our world. I only know what motivates my political responsibility . . . the death of Anna Mae Aquash – Native American freedom
fighter – "mysteriously" murdered by a bullet in the head; Raymond
Yellow Thunder – forced to dance naked in front of a white VFW club
in Nebraska – murdered; Rita Silk -Nauni – imprisoned for life for
defending her child; my dear friend Mani Lucas- Papago – shot in the
back of the head outside of a gay bar in Phoenix. The list could go on
and on. My Native American History, recent and past, moves me to
continue as a political activist.
And in the white gay community there is rampant racism which is
never adequately addressed or acknowledged. My friend Chrystos
from the Menominee Nation gave a poetry reading in May 1980, at a
Bay Area feminist bookstore. Her reading consisted of poems and
journal entries in which she wrote honestly from her heart about the
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many "isms" and contradictions in most of our lives. Chrystos' bluntly
revealing observations on her experiences with the white-lesbianfeminist-community are similar to mine and are probably echoed by
other lesbians of color.
Her honesty was courageous and should be representative of the
kind of forum our community needs to openly discuss mutual racism.
A few days following Chrystos' reading, a friend who was in the same
bookstore overheard a white lesbian denounce Chrystos' reading as
anti-lesbian and racist.
A few years ago, a white lesbian telephoned me requesting an interview, explaining that she was taking Native American courses at a
local university, and that she needed data for her paper on gay Native
Americans. I agreed to the interview with the idea that I would be
helping a "sister" and would also be able to educate her about Native
American struggles. After we completed the interview, she began a
diatribe on how sexist Native Americans are, followed by a questioning session in which I was to enlighten her mind about why Native
Americans are so sexist. I attempted to rationally answer her inanely
racist and insulting questions, although my inner response was to tell
her to remove herself from my house. Later it became very clear how I
had been manipulated as a sounding board for her ugly and distorted
views about Native Americans. Her arrogance and disrespect were
characteristic of the racist white people in South Dakota. If I tried to
point it out, I'm sure she would have vehemently denied her racism.
During the Brigg's Initiative scare, I was invited to speak at a rally to
represent Native American solidarity against the initiative. The
person who spoke prior to me expressed a pro-Bakke sentiment
which the audience booed and hissed. His comments left the predominantly white audience angry and in disruption. A white lesbian stood
up demanding that a third world person address the racist comments
he had made. The MC, rather than taking responsibility for restoring
order at the rally, realized that I was the next speaker and I was also
T-H-I-R-D-W- OR-L-D!! I refused to address the remarks of the previous speaker because of the attitudes of the MC and the white lesbian
that only third world people are responsible for speaking out against
racism. It is inappropriate for progressive or liberal white people to expect
warriors in brown armor to eradicate racism. There must be co-responsibility from people of color and white people to equally work on this
issue. It is not just MY responsibility to point out and educate about
racist activities and beliefs.
Redman, redskin, savage, heathen, injun, american indian, first
americans, indigenous peoples, natives, amerindian, native american,
nigger, negro, black, wet back, greaser, mexican, spanish, latin,
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hispanic, chicano, chink, oriental, asian, disadvantaged, special interest group, minority, third world, fourth world, people of color, illegal
aliens – oh yes about them, will the U.S. government recognize that
the Founding Fathers (you know George Washington and all those
guys) are this country's first illegal aliens.

We are named by others and we are named by ourselves.
Epilogue . . .
Following writing most of this, I went to visit my home in South
Dakota. It was my first visit in eight years. I kept putting off my visit
year after year because I could not tolerate the white people there and
the ruralness and poverty of the reservation. And because in the eight
years since I left home, I came out as a lesbian. My visit home was
overwhelming. Floods and floods of locked memories broke. I rediscovered myself there in the hills, on the prairies, in the sky, on the
road, in the quiet nights, among the stars, listening to the distant yelps
of coyotes, walking on Lakota earth, seeing Bear Butte, looking at my
grandparents' cragged faces, standing under wakiyan, smelling the
Paha Sapa (Black Hills), and being with my precious circle of relatives.
My sense of time changed, my manner of speaking changed, and a
certain freedom with myself returned.
I was sad to leave but recognized that a significant part of myself has
never left and never will. And that part is what gives me strength – the
strength of my people's enduring history and continuing belief in the
sovereignty of our lives.
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" . . . And Even Fidel
Can't Change That!"
Aurora Levins Morales
1
Cherrie, you asked me to write about internationalism, and at first it
made sense. . I'm a latin woman in the United States, closely involved
with Latin American movements in the rest of the continent. I should
write about the connection. But when I tried, all I could think was: No,
write about the separation.
2
For me the point of terror, the point of denial is the New York Puerto
Rican. My mother was born in New York in 1930, raised in Spanish Harlem and the Bronx. I represent the generation of return. I was born deep
in the countryside of Puerto Rico and except for four years when I was
very young, lived there until I was 13. For my mother, the Barrio is
safety, warmth. For me, ifs the fear of racist violence that clipped her
tongue of all its open vowels, into crisp, imitation British. She once told
me her idea of hell was to be a single mother of two children under five
in the South Bronx. I'm afraid of ever knowing what she meant.
Where I grew up, I fought battles to prove I was Puerto Rican with
the kids who called me "Americanita," but I stayed on the safe side of
that line: Caribbean island, not Portah Ricah; exotic tropical blossom,
not spic – living halfway in the skin and separating myself from the
dark, bad city kids in Nueva York.
3
The point of terror, of denial, the point of hatred is the tight dress
stretched across my grandmother's big breasts, the coquettish, well
made-up smile: grandmother, aunt and greataunts all decked out in
sex, talking about how I'm pretty, talking about how men are only
good for one thing, hating sex and gloating over the hidden filthiness
in everything, looking me over, in a hurry to find me a boyfriend, and
in the same breath: "you can't travel alone! You don't know what men
are like . . . they only want one thing . . ." Women teaching women our
bodies are disgusting and dirty, our desires are obscene, men are all
sick and want only one sickening thing from us. Saying, you've got to
learn how to hold out on 'em just enough to get what you want. It's the
only item you can put on the market, so better make it go far, and
when you have to deliver, lie down and grit your teeth and bear it,
because there's no escape.
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4
And yet, I tell you, I love those women for facing up to the ugliness
there. No romance, no roses and moonlight and pure love. You say
pure love to one of these women and they snort and ask you what the
man has between his legs and is it pure? I love these women for the
bitch sessions that pool common knowledge and tell the young wife:
"Oh, yes, the first time he cheated on me I tried that, too, but he just
beat me. Listen, don't give him the satisfaction. The next time ..."
These women don't believe in the sanctity of the marriage bond, the
inviolable privacy of the husband-wife unit. The cattiness is mixed
with the information, tips. The misery is communal.
5
Claustrophobia. A reality I can't make a dent in . . . because it's the
misery that's communal. The resistance is individual and frowned
upon. It rocks the boat. How many times has a Latin woman stood up
for me in private, then stabbed me in the back when the moment
comes for the support that counts. How many times has a Latin woman
used me to bitch to and then gone running to men for approval, leaving
me in the lurch. The anger is real and deep: You have forced me to turn
out of my own culture to find allies worthy of the name; you have
forced me into a room full of Anglo women who nod sympathetically
and say: "Latin men are s0000 much worse than Anglo men . . . Why
the last time I was in Mexico, you couldn't walk down the streets without some guy . . It must be so hard for you to be a Latin feminist . . . "
And not to betray you in the face of their racism, I betray myself, and
in the end, you, by not saying: It's not the men who exile me . . . it's the
women. I don't trust the women.
6
Points of terror. Points of denial. Repeat the story that it was my
grandmother who went to look at apartments. Light skinned, fine,
black hair: I'm Italian, she would tell them, keeping the dark-skinned
husband, keeping the daughters out of sight. I have pretended that
pain, that shame, that anger never touched me, does not stain my skin.
She could pass for Italian. She kept her family behind her. I can pass
for anyone. Behind me stands my grandmother working at the bra and
girdle factory, speaking with an accent, lying to get an apartment in
Puertoricanless neighborhoods.
7
Piri Thomas' book Down These Mean Streets followed me around for
years, in the corner of my eye on bus terminal bookracks. Finally, in a
gritted teeth desperation I faced the damn thing and said "OK, tell me."
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I sweated my way through it in two nights: Gang fights, knifings, robberies, smack, prison. It's the standard Puerto Rican street story,
except he lived. The junkies could be my younger brothers. The prisoners could be them. I could be the prostitute, the welfare mother, the
sister and lover of junkies, the child of alcoholics. There is nothing but
circumstance and good English, nothing but my mother marrying into
the middle class, between me and that life.
8
The image stays with me of my mother's family fleeing their puertoricanness, the first spics on the block, behind them, the neighborhoods
collapsing into slums. There was a war, she told me. The enemy was
only a step behind. I borrow the pictures from my other family, the
nightmares of my Jewish ancestry, and imagine them fleeing through
the streets. My mother never went back to look. This year she saw on
television the ruins of the Tiffany Street of her childhood, unrecognizable, bombarded by poverty and urban renewal into an image of some
European city: 1945. Like the Jews, like many people, the place she
could have returned to has been destroyed.
9
I saw a baby once, the same age as my fat, crowing baby brother,
then six months old. I was twelve, and under the influence of our Seventh Day Adventist teacher some of the girls in the seventh grade took
up a collection for two poor families in the neighborhood. We bought
them each one bag of groceries. This baby was just a little bit of skin
stretched over a tiny skeleton. It hardly moved. It didn't even cry. It
just lay there. The woman's husband had left her. The oldest boy, he
was 13 or 14, worked picking coffee to help out. When we came the
younger kids hid in the mother's skirts and she just stood there, crying
and crying.
I ran straight home when we left and the first thing I did was to find
my brother and hug him very tightly. Then I spent the rest of the afternoon feeding him.
If something had happened to my father, the ghost over my mother's
shoulder would have caught up with us. Papi was our middle class
passport. I grew up a professor's daughter, on the road to college,
speaking good English. I can pass for anyone. Behind me stands my
grandmother. Behind me lie the mean streets. Behind me my little
brother is nothing but skin and skeleton.
10
Writing this I am browner than I have ever been. Spanish ripples on
my tongue and I want the accent. I walk through the Mission drinking
in the sounds. I go into La Borinquena and buy yautia and platano for
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dinner. Facing up to the terror, ending the denial, refusing to obey the
rule "Don't talk bad about your own people in front of anyone else." I
have never learned to dance salsa. My body goes rigid when the music
plays. Oh yes, I tap my feet, and now and then I do a few steps, swing
around the room with someone who doesn't know more than I do . . .
but if I'm in a Latin scene I freeze. I can't make my hips fluid or keep
my feet from tripping. It's the perversion of sexuality that frightens
me. It's the way the women around me exude a sexiness that has
nothing to do with the heart. Of course Latin Women love as well as
any other women . . . but while the chilliest Anglo-Saxon repression of
sex pretends it simply doesn't exist, Latin repression says it's a filthy
fact of life, use it for what it's worth . . . shake it in his face, wear it as a
decoy. It's all over the floor and it's cold and savage. It's the hatred of
the powerless, turned crooked.
11
Sitting in a kitchen in oh-so-white New Hampshire with old friends,
mother and daughter, Ceci says "It takes three generations. If you
resolve your relationship with your mother you'll both change, and
your daughter will have it easier, but her daughter will be raised differently. In the third generation the daughters are free." I'm not thinking then of this essay, but days later when I sit down again to work, the
phrase keeps ringing: In the third generation the daughters are free.
12

"Don't you think I've swallowed my mouthful of blood? It's different for a
man. You're too stubborn . . . you've always wanted your own way. It was
this way for my grandmother, it was this way for my mother, it was this way
for me . . . because this is the way it is. God made men and women different
and even Fidel can't change that! Anything is better than being alone"
Older woman in Portrait of Teresa
Cuban film, 1979
My mother and I work to unravel the knot. The task is daily: bloody,
terrifying and necessary, and filled with joy.
13
The relationship between mother and daughter stands at the center
of what I fear most in our culture. Heal that wound and we change the
world.
A revolution capable of healing our wounds. If we're the ones who can
imagine it, if we're the ones who dream about it, if we're the ones who
need it most, then no one else can do it.

We're the ones.
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I Walk in the History of My People
Chrystos
There are women locked in my joints
for refusing to speak to the police
My red blood full of those
arrested, in flight, shot
My tendons stretched brittle with anger
do not look like white roots of peace
In my marrow are hungry faces who live on land the whites don't want
In my marrow women who walk 5 miles every day for water
In my marrow the swollen faces of my people who are not allowed
to hunt
to move
to be
In the scars on my knee you can see children torn from their families
bludgeoned into government schools
You can see through the pins in my bones that we are prisoners
of a long war
My knee is so badly wounded no one will look at it
The pus of the past oozes from every pore
The infection has gone on for at least 300 years
My sacred beliefs have been made pencils, names of cities, gas stations
My knee is wounded so badly that I limp constantly
Anger is my crutch
I hold myself upright with it
My knee is wounded
see
How I Am Still Walking

